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Disclaimer

Please note: My statements and opinions are my own 
and do not necessarily represent the official statements 
or opinions of the Actuarial Board for Counseling and 
Discipline, the Actuarial Standards Board, any boards or 
committees of the American Academy of Actuaries, or 
any other actuarial organization, nor do they express 
the opinions of my employer. 
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 The ASB is established in and by Article XI of the bylaws of the 
American Academy of Actuaries.

 The ASB is legally a part of the Academy. 
 The ASB has been delegated the authority to promulgate 

standards for the profession through the Academy bylaws.
 The ASB is the only body that can promulgate standards. ASB 

committees are established by the ASB to assist it in its work.

ASB Basics
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Members selected by the Selection Committee, which consists of the 
president and president-elect of three U.S. actuarial organizations 

 9 members
 Composition by specialties
 3-year term, maximum 2 terms

Chairperson and two vice chairpersons
 Selected by the Selection Committee
 1-year term, maximum 2 terms

ASB members play a standard-setting role, not an advocacy role, and serve 
the profession rather than any individual interest groups or coalitions

Actuarial Standards Board
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Committees
 General
 Casualty
 Enterprise Risk Management
 Health
 Life
 Pension

ASB Committees
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Subcommittees and Task Forces
 A subcommittee is generally established to address a 

particular area of responsibility. A subcommittee is 
generally maintained on an ongoing basis.

 A task force is generally established to address a particular 
issue, such as drafting an ASOP or monitoring an emerging 
area of practice. A task force is dissolved after completing 
its task.

ASB Subcommittees, and Task Forces
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 Provide guidance for appropriate practice, not merely codify 
current practice or best practice

 Are principle-based; are not prescriptive, unless required by 
law or regulation; and do not replace professional judgment

 Are flexible enough to allow for ranges of “appropriate 
practice” and evolving practice

 Provide guidance, rather than educational material
 Include a focus on disclosure, which is the cornerstone of 

demonstrating compliance with standards

Philosophy of ASOPs
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 Cannot cover all circumstances, so alternatives are permissible 
as long as the reason is disclosed and justifiable

 Should satisfy regulators and others that the profession can be 
relied on to follow appropriate actuarial practice, so that 
legislatures and regulators do not have to set actuarial standards 

 Cannot fill a legislative void
 Apply to all actuaries falling within their scope, not just the most 

senior or “issuing” actuary
 Cannot guarantee good work

Philosophy of ASOPs continued
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General thoughts (“What ASOPs Can and Cannot Do”):
 Standards have to be flexible enough to allow for different 

and changing conditions
 Standards are principle-based and need to provide enough 

guidance for an actuary to use professional judgment
 Standards cannot run afoul of restraint of trade laws
 Where requirements of law conflict, the law governs

ASOP Level of Prescription
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Other considerations
 Perception of the profession and those outside the profession
 Ranges of “appropriate practice”
 Flexibility over time to accommodate evolving practice

ASOP Level of Prescription
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 The ASB is the U.S. actuarial profession’s standard-setting body. 
ASOPs do not have the force or effect of law or regulation.

 Private standard-setting bodies—e.g., those established by a 
profession for its own members, such as the ASOPs—cannot 
impose unreasonable constraints.

 Constraints may be reasonable and allowable if they:
 Establish appropriate professional standards
 Serve the public

Legal Limits Anti-Trust Concerns
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When creating or revising an ASOP, the ASB:
 Follows its published and rigorous notice and comment 

procedures throughout the development of the ASOP
 Reviews and evaluates current and emerging practices
 Determines appropriate guidance
 Publishes an exposure draft to obtain input from actuaries (members) 

and other interested parties (public) and considers all comments 
received

 Publishes a final standard or another exposure draft

ASOP Process
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Actuarial Standards of Practice
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Actuarial Standards of Practice

 The ASB sets standards for appropriate actuarial 
practice in the United States

 These ASOPs describe the procedures an actuary 
should follow when performing actuarial services…

 …and identify what the actuary should disclose when 
communicating the results of those services
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Soon-to-Be-Effective ASOPs

Revision of ASOP No. 11, now titled Treatment of 
Reinsurance or Similar Risk Transfer Programs 
Involving Life Insurance, Annuities, or Health 
Benefit Plans in Financial Reports (Effective for 
financial reports issued on or after Dec. 1, 2022) 

http://www.actuarialstandardsboard.org/asops/treatment-of-reinsurance-or-similar-risk-transfer-programs-involving-life-insurance-annuities-or-health-benefit-plans-in-financial-reports/
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Recent Exposure Drafts
 Setting Assumptions (Third Exposure Draft), comment 

deadline: April 15, 2021
 Proposed Revision of ASOP No. 2, now titled 

Nonguaranteed Elements for Life Insurance and Annuity 
Products (Second Exposure Draft), comment deadline: 
Nov. 13, 2020

 Proposed Revision of ASOP No. 3, Continuing Care 
Retirement Communities and At Home Programs
(Exposure Draft), comment deadline: Feb. 1, 2021

 Proposed Revision of ASOP No. 22, Statements of 
Actuarial Opinion

http://www.actuarialstandardsboard.org/asops/setting-assumptions-third-exposure-draft/
http://www.actuarialstandardsboard.org/asops/proposed-revision-of-asop-no-2-nonguaranteed-elements-for-life-insurance-and-annuity-products-second-exposure-draft/
http://www.actuarialstandardsboard.org/asops/proposed-revision-of-asop-no-3-continuing-care-retirement-communities-and-at-home-programs-exposure-draft/
http://www.actuarialstandardsboard.org/asops/proposed-revision-of-asop-no-22-statements-of-actuarial-opinion-based-on-asset-adequacy-analysis-for-life-insurance-annuity-or-health-insurance-reserves-and-other-liabilities-second-expo/
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Recent Exposure Drafts

 Proposed Revision of ASOP No. 28, 
Statements of Actuarial Opinion Regarding 
Health Insurance Liabilities and Assets
(Exposure Draft), comment deadline: Nov. 13, 
2020 

 Proposed Revision of Actuarial Standard of 
Practice No. 38, Catastrophe Modeling (for All 
Practice Areas) (Exposure Draft), comment 
deadline: Jan. 15, 2021

http://www.actuarialstandardsboard.org/asops/proposed-revision-of-asop-no-28-statements-of-actuarial-opinion-regarding-health-insurance-assets-and-liabilities-exposure-draft/
http://www.actuarialstandardsboard.org/asops/proposed-revision-of-actuarial-standard-of-practice-no-38-catastrophe-modeling-for-all-practice-areas-exposure-draft/
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Current Exposure Draft

Proposed Revision of ASOP No. 18, Long-Term 
Care (Exposure Draft), comment deadline: Sept. 
1, 2021

http://www.actuarialstandardsboard.org/asops/long-term-care-exposure-draft/
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Proposals Recently Approved by ASB

 Update to ASOP No. 7, Analysis of Life, Health, or
Property/Casualty Insurer Cash Flows
 Update to ASOP No. 12, Risk Classification
 Update to ASOP No. 41, Actuarial Communications
 Update to ASOP No. 45, The Use of Health Status 

Based Risk Adjustment Methodologies
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Proposals Recently Approved by ASB

 Update to ERM ASOP Nos. 46 and 47
 Development of New ASOP on Life and Health 

Reinsurance Pricing
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Determining Which ASOPs Apply

 Actuaries are responsible for determining which ASOPs apply to 
the task at hand.

 If no ASOPs specific to the task are applicable, the actuary may, 
but is not required to, consider:
 The guidance in related ASOPs or exposure drafts
 Actuarial literature, including practice notes

 Applicability Guidelines developed by the Council on 
Professionalism to assist actuaries to determine which 
ASOPs might apply, based on the type of work.
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Applicability Guidelines For Life ASOPs 

© 2020 American Academy of Actuaries. Last updated July 2020.

2 4 5 6 7 10 11 12 15 17 18 19 21 22 24 25 33 37 40 42 46 47 48 52 54 55 56
1.0 Appraisals

1.0.1 Estimate value of insurance company, insurance marketing 
organization, or block of insurance contracts

2 5 7 11 12 15 18 19 25 40 42 52 55 56

2.0 Enterprise Risk Management/Own Risk and Solvency Assessment
2.0.1 Develop the ORSA, performing the modeling, and writing the 7 11 12 18 21 46 47 55 56
2.0.2 Conduct ERM activities, including but not limited to setting risk 

tolerances and measuring risk/return tradeoffs
7 11 12 18 46 47 54 55 56

3.0 Experience Studies and Development of Related Assumptions
3.0.1 Perform experience studies 2 5 6 15 18 42 48 56
3.0.2 Use experience study results in the development and review of 

actuarial assumptions used in financial projections, pricing, and 
determining reserves

2 5 6 7 10 12 15 18 21 22 24 25 33 37 40 42 48 52 54

4.0 Expert Advice, Witness, and/or Testimony
4.0.1 Provide expert witness testimony in connection with 

actuarially related matters
17

5.0 Financial Analysis, Projection, and Reporting
5.1 Financial Analysis and Projections

5.1.1 Perform profitability analysis/projections, including 
projections of capital, group capital, and development of 

2 5 7 10 11 12 15 18 25 40 42 52 54 55 56

5.1.2 Compute economic capital 5 7 11 12 25 42 55 56
5.1.3 Perform embedded value or market consistent embedded 

value calculations
5 7 10 11 12 18 19 25 40 42 52 56

5.1.4 Perform projections in support of corporate forecasts 
(premiums, fees, policy benefits, expenses) as may be needed 
for ORSA or other reporting, in addition to statutory, GAAP, or 
IFRS reporting.

7 25 46 47 55 56

5.2 GAAP Reporting
5.2.1 Account for reinsurance transactions 5 7 10 11 12 18 21 25 42 56
5.2.2 Determine policy benefit liabilities, deferred acquisition cost 

assets, and other actuarial items for life insurance companies' 
financial statements

5 7 10 11 12 18 21 25 42 48 56

Note that any standards relating to the subject on which the actuary is providing expert advice would also apply.

Description of Assignment Actuarial Standard of Practice (ASOP)

Please note that the following ASOPs apply to all assignments in all practice areas:
1. Introductory Actuarial Standard of Practice
23. Data Quality
41. Actuarial Communications

Applicability Guidelines for Actuarial 
Standards of Practice – Life


Cover

		

		Applicability Guidelines for

		Actuarial Standards of Practice

		Developed by

		the Council on Professionalism

		of the American Academy of Actuaries

		with Assistance from

		the Practice Councils

		of the American Academy of Actuaries

		Revised July 2020

				The American Academy of Actuaries is a professional association with over 19,000 members, whose mission is to serve the public and the U.S. actuarial profession.  For more than 50 years, the Academy has assisted public policymakers on all levels by provid
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Introduction

		Introduction to Applicability Guidelines

		The five U.S.-based actuarial organizations have Codes of Professional Conduct that require their members to satisfy applicable actuarial standards of practice (ASOPs) when providing actuarial services. ASOPs are authoritative guidance for actuaries pract

		The Applicability Guidelines (AGs) are intended to suggest to actuaries which ASOPs might provide guidance to them on more common assignments. AGs are not themselves guidance and are not published by the ASB. Rather they are similar to practice notes also

		Actuaries need to be aware that different ASOPs apply to the various tasks they perform. These applicability guidelines provide actuaries with a non-authoritative reference to standards that usually apply to various actuarial assignments, but do not apply

		The scope of the AGs is only the ASOPs (including Exposure Drafts of ASOPs). The AGs reference neither monographs, practice notes, or other informational resources nor guidance of other bodies (such as the FASB or the NAIC) that may apply to actuaries wor

		Current ASOP Exposure Drafts as of the date of publication of the AGs are included (in a separate sheet) to give practitioners a convenient reference to what the ASB is considering. Typically, matters of substantial importance are resolved at each step of

		The guidelines list tasks commonly performed by actuaries in the different practice areas. Next to this list of tasks is a list of the ASOPs that usually apply to each task. Other tasks that actuaries may perform, but that do not require an actuarial back

		The guidelines are meant to encourage professionalism among actuaries, but they are not exhaustive or authoritative. Ultimately, the actuary is responsible for identifying the standard or standards that apply to each assignment and for applying such requi

		Actuaries may find it helpful to review all sections of the applicability guidelines that might apply to them when performing particular tasks. For example, life actuaries performing an appraisal of a life company writing health coverages may wish to revi

		The guidelines are updated periodically. The actuary is responsible for keeping current with changes to the ASOPs and determining that professional services rendered by the actuary or under the actuary’s supervision satisfy the current version of each app

		*See http://www.actuarialstandardsboard.org/about-asb/
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Casualty

								Applicability Guidelines for Actuarial Standards of Practice – Casualty		Please note that the following ASOPs apply to all assignments in all practice areas:

										1. Introductory Actuarial Standard of Practice

										23. Data Quality

										41. Actuarial Communications

																																														© 2020 American Academy of Actuaries. Last updated July 2020.

		Description of Assignment								Actuarial Standard of Practice (ASOP)

										7		12		13		17		19		20		21		25		29		30		36		38		39		43		46		47		53		55		56

		1.0		Appraisals

				1.1				Appraisals		7		12						19		20		21		25								38				43						53		55		56

		2.0		Data Management

				2.1				Data management																								38														56

										Note that any standards related to the purpose for which the actuary is managing data would also apply.

		3.0		Enterprise Risk Management

				3.1				Enterprise risk management		7		12		13						20				25								38				43		46		47		53		55		56

				3.2				Model development and/or validation, including catastrophe models		7										20		21										38				43		46		47		53		55		56

				3.3				Stress testing		7		12								20												38				43		46		47				55		56

				3.4				ORSA		7		12		13						20				25								38				43		46		47		53		55		56

		4.0		Expert Advice, Witness, and/or Testimony

				4.1				Expert testimony								17

										Note that any standards relating to the subject on which the actuary is providing expert advice would also apply.

		5.0		Financial Analysis, Projections, and Reporting

				5.1				Analysis of cost of capital issues		7										20								30				38										53		55		56

				5.2				Asset liability management		7										20				25								38				43										56

				5.3				Profitability analysis		7		12		13						20								30				38				43						53				56

		6.0		Product Development/Ratemaking/Pricing

				6.1				Creation and review of risk classification plan				12		13										25								38		39								53				56

				6.2				Evaluation of deductibles, coinsurance, and insurance to value				12		13										25		29						38										53				56

				6.3				Estimation of risk provision		7		12		13						20				25		29		30				38		39								53				56

				6.4				Individual risk rating		7		12		13										25		29		30				38		39								53				56

				6.5				Relativity analysis and filings (e.g., increased limits factors, amount of insurance relativities, territorial relativities, etc.)				12		13										25		29						38		39								53				56

				6.6				Rate adequacy analysis and filing preparation and/or attestation				12		13						20				25		29		30				38		39								53				56

				6.7				Statutory change in benefits impact analysis		7		12		13										25		29						38										53				56

				6.8				Pricing for new coverages and programs		7		12		13						20				25		29		30				38		39								53				56

				6.9				Pricing for reinsurance contracts		7		12		13						20				25		29		30				38		39								53				56

				6.10				Pricing for self-insured plans and captive insurers		7		12		13						20				25		29		30				38		39								53				56

		7.0		Reserving

				7.1				Reserve-related  NAIC filings or portions of the annual statement (e.g., schedule p, schedule f)												20		21														43										56

				7.2				Statements of actuarial opinion relating to unpaid loss and loss adjustment expenses/other reserve analyses		7				13						20		21								36		38				43										56

				7.3				Statements of actuarial opinion relating to premium reserves such as unearned premium and premium deficiency		7		12		13						20				25		29		30		36		38		39								53				56



Analysis of Life, Health, or Property/Casualty Insurer Cash Flows

Risk Classification (for All Practice Areas)

Trending Procedures in Property/Casualty Insurance

Expert Testimony by Actuaries

Appraisals of Casualty, Health, and Life Insurance Businesses

Discounting of Property/Casualty Unpaid Claim Estimates

Responding to or Assisting Auditors or Examiners in Connection with Financial Audits, Financial Reviews, and Financial Examinations

Credibility Procedures

Expense Provisions in Property/Casualty Insurance Ratemaking

Treatment of Profit and Contingency Provisions and the Cost of Capital in Property/Casualty Insurance Ratemaking

Statement of Actuarial Opinion Regarding Property/Casualty Loss and Loss Adjustment Expense Reserves

38. Using Models Outside The Actuary's Area of Expertise (Property and Casualty) (Note: Revision Pending)

Treatment of Catastrophe Losses in Property/Casualty Insurance Ratemaking

Property/Casualty Unpaid Claim Estimates

Risk Evaluation in Enterprise Risk Management

Risk Treatment in Enterprise Risk Management

Estimating Future Costs for Prospective Property/Casualty Risk Transfer and Risk Retention

Capital Adequacy Assessment

Modeling

See All

See All

1. Introductory Actuarial Standard of Practice

23. Data Quality

41. Actuarial Communications
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Health

								Applicability Guidelines for Actuarial Standards of Practice – Health		Please note that the following ASOPs apply to all assignments in all practice areas:

										1. Introductory Actuarial Standard of Practice

										23. Data Quality

										41. Actuarial Communications

																																																										© 2020 American Academy of Actuaries. Last updated July 2020.

		Description of Assignment								Actuarial Standard of Practice (ASOP)

										3		4		5		6		7		8		11		12		17		18		19		21		22		25		26		28		32		42		45		46		47		49		50		55		56

		1.0		Appraisals

				1.1				Estimate value of insurance company, insurance marketing organization, or other entity or block of health contracts, for acquisitions/sale or for tax purposes						5				7				11		12				18		19						25								42		45										55		56

				1.2				Perform cash flow testing in developing actuarial appraisals						5				7										18		19						25								42		45												56

				1.3				Perform due diligence analysis						5				7				11		12				18		19						25								42		45												56

		2.0		Cash Flow Testing

				2.1				Perform cash flow testing in determining reserve adequacy, performing pricing studies, evaluating investment strategies, developing financial projections or forecasts, developing actuarial appraisals, testing future charges of benefits that may vary at th						5				7												19		21		22		25								42		45												56

		3.0		Enterprise Risk Management

				3.1				All assignments								6		7						12				18								25								42		45		46		47						55		56

		4.0		Expert Advice, Witness, and/or Testimony

				4.1				Perform analysis of legislative proposals in connection with actuarially related matters																																																		56

										Note that any standards relating to the subject on which the actuary is providing expert advice would also apply.

				4.2				Provide expert witness testimony in connection with actuarially related matters																		17																																56

										Note that any standards relating to the subject on which the actuary is providing expert advice would also apply.

		5.0		Financial Analysis, Projections, Reserving, and Reporting

				5.1				Develop financial and other projections		3				5				7		8		11		12				18		19		21		22		25								42		45												56

				5.2				Estimate incurred health claim liabilities						5								11										21				25				28																		56

				5.3				Estimate value of insurance company, insurance marketing organization, or other entity or block of health contracts, for acquisition/sale or for tax purposes						5				7				11		12				18		19		21				25				28				42		45										55		56

				5.4				Perform analysis of health insurance risk-based capital and similar measures						5				7				11																						42		45										55		56

				5.5				Perform asset adequacy analysis						5				7				11		12								21		22										42		45												56

				5.6				Perform cash flow testing in determining reserve adequacy, performing pricing studies, evaluating investment strategies, developing financial projections or forecasts, developing actuarial appraisals, testing future charges of benefits that may vary at th						5				7												19		21		22		25								42		45												56

				5.7				Perform trend analysis						5																						25								42		45												56

				5.8				Recognize actuary’s responsibility to the auditor in connection with preparation or review of audited financial statements																								21												42		45												56

				5.9				Perform valuation of incurred liabilities and other items for actuarial opinions and financial statements (for life/health/HMOs/health service corporations/CCRCs)		3				5		6		7		8		11		12				18		19		21		22						28				42		45												56

		6.0		Group Benefits for Retired and Active Employees

				6.1				Account for postemployment/preretirement benefits (ASC 715- and ASC 712-related work)				4		5		6								12								21				25																						56

				6.2				Produce actuarial projections				4		5		6								12								21				25								42										50				56

				6.3				Prepare financial reporting for postretirement benefits (ASC 715, ASC 965, NAIC statutory reporting requirements, GASB 74 and 75)				4		5		6								12								21				25																						56

				6.4				Prepare funding of postretirement benefits (IRC Sec. 401(h) or 419(A), GASB 74 and 75)				4		5		6								12								21				25																						56

				6.5				Design plan, including participant contribution determination, for postretirement benefits				4		5		6								12								21				25																						56

				6.6				Design plan, including rate and contribution determination, for preretirement benefits				4		5										12												25								42										50				56

				6.7				Prepare financial reporting for, or funding of, preretirement benefits (ASC 712, IAS 19, ASC 965, IRC Sec. 419A, GASB 74 and 75)				4		5		6								12								21				25								42														56

				6.8				Provide analysis of managed care, social insurance, long-term care, or CCRCs in connection with postretirement benefits		3				5														18														32																56

		7.0		Product Development/Ratemaking/Pricing

				7.1				Design, use, and/or update risk classification systems																12												25								42		45												56

				7.2				Develop financial and other projections		3				5				7		8		11		12				18				21		22		25								42		45								50				56

				7.3				Develop rates, plan design, quality standards, data/claims analysis for products and self-funded plans		3				5		6		7		8		11		12				18								25		26						42		45						49		50				56

				7.4				Estimate incurred health claim liabilities						5								11		12								21				25										45												56

				7.5				Estimate liabilities other than incurred claim liabilities												8		11		12								21				25				28				42		45												56

				7.6				Perform cash flow testing in performing pricing studies, testing future changes of benefits that may vary at the discretion of the company						5				7																22		25								42		45												56

				7.7				Perform trend analysis (aggregate and components)						5				7		8				12												25								42		45												56

				7.8				Provide analysis of CCRCs, including development of plan ratemaking, and liability determination		3				5				7		8		11		12				18								25								42														56

				7.9				Provide analysis of long-term care products, including benefit triggers, non-forfeiture benefits, loss ratios, and rate stabilization parameters						5						8				12				18								25								42														56

				7.10				Provide analysis of medical economics of health care providers, including provider compensation mechanisms, provider staffing models, modeling claims expenses along clinical lines, comparative utilization analysis/profiling from provider perspective						5				7				11		12												25								42		45												56

				7.11				Provide analysis/recommendations of vendors for medical, pharmacy, dental, LTC, vision, etc.						5				7				11		12												25								42		45												56

				7.12				Determine risk adjustment populations																12												25								42		45								50				56

				7.13				Provide analysis on risk-sharing programs, including reinsurance, risk corridor, risk adjustment, experience rating, and rate stabilization funds		3				5				7		8		11		12				18								25								42		45								50				56

		8.0		Regulatory Issues/Filings

				8.1				Prepare actuarial certifications for compliance with federal and state regulations, including Medicare, Medicaid, and LTC						5				7		8		11		12		17										25								42		45						49		50				56

				8.2				Prepare actuarial certification of compliance for small group carriers										7		8		11		12		17		18								25								42		45												56

		9.0		Reinsurance

				9.1				Determine costs involved in reinsuring a book of business						5				7		8		11						18		19						25								42														56

				9.2				Price reinsurance contracts						5						8								18								25								42														56

		10.0		Social Insurance

				10.1				Make recommendations with respect to funding of social insurance programs						5																												32																56

				10.2				Make recommendations with respect to benefit changes for social insurance programs						5										12																		32				45												56



Continuing Care Retirement Communities

Measuring Pension Obligations and Determining Pension Plan Costs or Contributions

Incurred Health and Disability Claims

Measuring Retiree Group Benefits Obligations and Determining Retiree Group Benefits Program Periodic Costs or Actuarially Determined Contributions

Analysis of Life, Health, or Property/Casualty Insurer Cash Flows

Regulatory Filings for Health Benefits, Accident and Health Insurance, and Entities Providing Health Benefits

Financial Statement Treatment of Reinsurance Transactions Involving Life or Health Insurance

Risk Classification (for All Practice Areas)

Expert Testimony by Actuaries

Long-Term Care Insurance

Appraisals of Casualty, Health, and Life Insurance Businesses

Responding to or Assisting Auditors or Examiners in Connection with Financial Audits, Financial Reviews, and Financial Examinations

Statements of Opinion Based on Asset Adequacy Analysis by Actuaries for Life or Health Insurers

Credibility Procedures

Compliance with Statutory and Regulatory Requirements for the Actuarial Certification of Small Employer Health Benefit Plans

Statements of Actuarial Opinion Regarding Health Insurance Liabilities and Assets

Social Insurance

Health and Disability Actuarial Assets and Liabilities Other Than Liabilities for Incurred Claims

The Use of Health Status Based Risk Adjustment Methodologies

Risk Evaluation in Enterprise Risk Management

Risk Treatment in Enterprise Risk Management

Medicaid Managed Care Capitation Rate Development and Certification

Determining Minimum Value and Actuarial Value under the Affordable Care Act

Capital Adequacy Assessment

Modeling

1. Introductory Actuarial Standard of Practice

23. Data Quality

41. Actuarial Communications
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Life

								Applicability Guidelines for Actuarial Standards of Practice – Life		Please note that the following ASOPs apply to all assignments in all practice areas:

										1. Introductory Actuarial Standard of Practice

										23. Data Quality

										41. Actuarial Communications

																																																														© 2020 American Academy of Actuaries. Last updated July 2020.

		Description of Assignment								Actuarial Standard of Practice (ASOP)

										2		4		5		6		7		10		11		12		15		17		18		19		21		22		24		25		33		37		40		42		46		47		48		52		54		55		56

		1.0		Appraisals

						1.0.1		Estimate value of insurance company, insurance marketing organization, or block of insurance contracts		2				5				7				11		12		15				18		19								25						40		42								52				55		56

		2.0		Enterprise Risk Management/Own Risk and Solvency Assessment

						2.0.1		Develop the ORSA, performing the modeling, and writing the report										7				11		12						18				21																46		47								55		56

						2.0.2		Conduct ERM activities, including but not limited to setting risk tolerances and measuring risk/return tradeoffs										7				11		12						18																				46		47						54		55		56

		3.0		Experience Studies and Development of Related Assumptions

						3.0.1		Perform experience studies		2				5		6										15				18																		42						48								56

						3.0.2		Use experience study results in the development and review of actuarial assumptions used in financial projections, pricing, and determining reserves		2				5		6		7		10				12		15				18				21		22		24		25		33		37		40		42						48		52		54

		4.0		Expert Advice, Witness, and/or Testimony

						4.0.1		Provide expert witness testimony in connection with actuarially related matters																				17

										Note that any standards relating to the subject on which the actuary is providing expert advice would also apply.

		5.0		Financial Analysis, Projection, and Reporting

				5.1		Financial Analysis and Projections

						5.1.1		Perform profitability analysis/projections, including projections of capital, group capital, and development of dividend policies		2				5				7		10		11		12		15				18										25						40		42								52		54		55		56

						5.1.2		Compute economic capital						5				7				11		12																25								42												55		56

						5.1.3		Perform embedded value or market consistent embedded value calculations						5				7		10		11		12						18		19								25						40		42								52						56

						5.1.4		Perform projections in support of corporate forecasts (premiums, fees, policy benefits, expenses) as may be needed for ORSA or other reporting, in addition to statutory, GAAP, or IFRS reporting.										7																						25										46		47								55		56

				5.2		GAAP Reporting

						5.2.1		Account for reinsurance transactions						5				7		10		11		12						18				21						25								42														56

						5.2.2		Determine policy benefit liabilities, deferred acquisition cost assets, and other actuarial items for life insurance companies' financial statements						5				7		10		11		12						18				21						25								42						48								56

						5.2.3		Determine fair value of insurance liabilities in accordance with FASB  requirements						5				7		10		11		12						18				21						25								42						48								56

						5.2.4		Perform premium deficiency, recoverability, or loss recognition testing for policyholder assets and liabilities in accordance with GAAP						5				7		10		11		12						18				21														42						48								56

						5.2.5		Perform actuarial review in connection with a GAAP financial audit or examination				4		5				7		10		11								18				21		22				25								42						48								56

						5.2.6		Recognize actuary’s responsibility to the auditor in connection with preparation or review of audited financial statements																										21																				48

				5.3		International Reporting (European Solvency Requirements, IFRS, etc.)

						5.3.1		Account for reinsurance transactions						5				7		10		11								18				21		22										40		42														56

						5.3.2		Determine required capital in accordance with European (or other non-U.S.) solvency requirements										7				11																																						55		56

						5.3.4		Recognize actuary’s responsibility to the auditor in connection with preparation or review of audited financial statements																										21

						5.3.5		Perform actuarial review in connection with an IFRS (or other non-U.S.) basis financial audit or examination										7				11												21																										55		56

				5.4		Statutory Reporting

						5.4.1		Account for reinsurance transactions		2				5				7				11		12		15				18				21		22										40		42								52						56

						5.4.2		Determine reserves and other actuarial items for life insurance companies' statutory financial statements		2				5				7				11		12		15				18				21		22				25						40		42								52						56

						5.4.3		Determine C-3 Phase 1 risk-based capital										7				11												21														42														56

						5.4.4		Determine reserves according to the requirements of Actuarial Guideline 43/VM-21 and C-3 Phase 2 risk-based capital										7				11												21																												56

						5.4.5		Prepare statutory statements of opinion based on asset adequacy analysis by appointed actuaries (whether before or after the operative date of the Valuation Manual)		2				5				7				11				15				18				21		22				25						40		42								52						56

						5.4.6		Prepare statutory statements of opinion not including asset adequacy analysis by appointed actuaries (whether before or after the operative date of the Valuation Manual)		2				5				7				11				15				18				21						25						40		42								52						56

						5.4.7		Perform actuarial review in connection with a statutory financial audit or examination		2		4		5				7				11				15				18				21		22				25						40		42						48		52						56

						5.4.8		Recognize actuary’s responsibility to the auditor in connection with preparation or review of audited financial statements																										21						25														48

				5.5		Tax Planning and Reporting

						5.5.1		Account for reinsurance transactions										7				11								18				21		22												42								52						56

						5.5.2		Determine tax-basis reserves and other actuarial items										7				11								18				21		22												42								52						56

						5.5.3		Perform actuarial review in connection with a tax  basis financial audit or examination										7				11								18				21		22												42								52						56

		6.0		Investment-Related Activities

						6.0.1		Evaluate investment strategies, products, and/or processes										7						12																																		54				56

						6.0.2		Perform asset/liability management		2				5		6		7		10		11		12		15				18																40		42								52						56

						6.0.3		Perform cash flow testing in evaluating investment strategies		2				5		6		7		10		11		12		15								21		22										40		42								52						56

						6.0.4		Project asset cash flows in connection with pricing  studies, reserve adequacy, financial projections, actuarial appraisals										7														19		21		22																						54				56

		7.0		Mutual Company Reorganization

						7.0.1		Develop closed block for funding of future benefits of member policyholders in connection with demutualization or establishment of mutual holding company										7								15		17				19										33																				56

						7.0.2		Allocate policyholder consideration in connection  with demutualization										7						12		15						19										33		37																		56

						7.0.3		Prepare a demutualization filing										7						12		15						19										33		37																		56

		8.0		Post-Retirement Benefits

						8.0.1		Value retiree death benefits								6								12										21						25																						56

		9.0		Product Development/Pricing

				9.1		Direct Products

						9.1.1		Perform profitability analysis/projections (including sensitivity analysis of key assumptions)		2				5				7		10		11		12		15				18										25						40		42								52		54				56

						9.1.2		Determine non-guaranteed elements other than participating dividends		2				5				7						12						18								24		25						40		42										54				56

						9.1.3		Determine and illustrate dividends for participating individual life insurance and annuities						5				7						12		15				18								24		25						40		42										54				56

						9.1.4		Comply with the NAIC Life Insurance Illustrations  Model Regulation										7						12														24		25																						56

						9.1.5		Design, use, and update risk classification systems																12																25																		54				56

						9.1.6		Determine guaranteed product charges and benefits, including setting premiums, contract fees, and guaranteed interest rates																																																		54				56

						9.1.7		Determine minimum nonforfeiture values and comply with the Standard Nonforfeiture Law																																																						56

				9.2		Reinsurance Products

						9.2.1		Determine cost involved in reinsurance a block of business		2				5				7		10		11		12		15				18		19						24		25						40		42								52		54				56

						9.2.2		Price reinsurance contracts										7		10		11		12						18		19								25						40		42								52						56
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Nonguaranteed Charges or Benefits for Life Insurance Policies and Annuity Contracts

Measuring Pension Obligations and
Determining Pension Plan Costs or Contributions
Note: Revised version will take effect Dec. 31, 2014.

Incurred Health and Disability Claims

Measuring Retiree Group Benefit Obligations
Note: Revised version, Measuring Retiree Group Benefits Obligations and Determining Retiree Group Benefits Program Periodic Costs or Actuarially Determined Contributions, will take effect March 31, 2015.

Analysis of Life, Health, or Property/Casualty Insurer Cash Flows

Methods and Assumptions for Use in Life Insurance Company Financial Statements Prepared in Accordance with U.S. GAAP

Financial Statement Treatment of Reinsurance Transactions Involving Life or Health Insurance

Risk Classification (for All Practice Areas)

Dividends for Individual Participating Life Insurance, Annuities, and Disability Insurance

Expert Testimony by Actuaries

Long-Term Care Insurance

Appraisals of Casualty, Health, and Life Insurance Businesses

Responding to or Assisting Auditors or Examiners in Connection with Financial Audits, Financial Reviews, and Financial Examinations

Statements of Opinion Based on Asset Adequacy Analysis by Actuaries for Life or Health Insurers

Compliance with the NAIC Life Insurance Illustrations Model Regulation

Credibility Procedures

Actuarial Responsibilities with Respect to Closed Blocks in Mutual Life Insurance Company Conversions

Allocation of Policyholder Consideration in Mutual Life Insurance Company Demutualizations

Compliance with the NAIC Valuation of Life Insurance Policies Model Regulation with Respect to Deficiency Reserve Mortality

Determining Health and Disability Liabilities Other Than Liabilities for Incurred Claims

Risk Evaluation in Enterprise Risk Management

Risk Treatment in Enterprise Risk Management

Life Settlements Mortality

Principle-Based Reserves for Life Products under the NAIC Valuation Manual

Pricing of Life Insurance and Annuity Products

Capital Adequacy Assessment

Modeling

1. Introductory Actuarial Standard of Practice

23. Data Quality

41. Actuarial Communications
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Pension

								Applicability Guidelines for Actuarial Standards of Practice – Pension		Please note that the following ASOPs apply to all assignments in all practice areas:

										1. Introductory Actuarial Standard of Practice

										23. Data Quality

										41. Actuarial Communications

																																				© 2020 American Academy of Actuaries. Last updated July 2020.

		Description of Assignment								Actuarial Standard of Practice (ASOP)

										4		5		6		12		17		21		25		27		32		34		35		44		51		56

		1.0		Domestic Relations Actions

				1.1				Services concerning retirement plan benefits in domestic relations actions		4								17						27				34		35

		2.0		Expert Witness and/or Testimony														17

										Note that any standards relating to the subject on which the actuary is providing expert advice would also apply.																										56

		3.0		Financial Analysis and Valuation Services

				3.1				Asset/liability studies		4						12						25		27						35		44		51		56

				3.2				Determination of ASC 960 (previously known as FAS No. 35) actuarial present value of accumulated pension plan benefits		4						12				21		25		27						35						56

				3.3				Determination of ASC 965 actuarial present value of accumulated post-retirement plan benefits		4		5		6		12				21		25		27						35						56

				3.4				Determination of MEPPA withdrawal liability		4						12						25		27						35		44				56

				3.5				Determination of present value of unfunded vested benefits for PBGC variable-rate premium		4						12						25		27						35						56

				3.6				Employer accounting valuation/expense  estimate/financial forecast for pension plan		4						12				21		25		27						35		44				56

				3.7				Employer accounting valuation/expense  estimate/financial forecast for postemployment/preretirement benefits and postretirement benefits other than pensions		4		5		6		12				21		25		27						35		44				56

				3.8				Funding valuation/cost estimate/financial forecast for pension plan, for example:  preparation of schedule MB or SB of form 5500, adjusted funding target attainment percentage (AFTAP) certification, annual funding notice, multi-employer plan endangered/cr		4						12				21		25		27						35		44		51		56

				3.9				Funding valuation/cost estimate/financial forecast for 401(h) retiree medical account or VEBA		4		5		6		12				21		25		27						35		44				56

				3.10				Governmental plan financial reporting (GASB Statements Nos. 67, 68, 73, 74, 75 and 82)		4		5		6		12				21		25		27						35		44				56

				3.11				Pension plan design pricings		4						12						25		27						35		44		51		56

				3.12				Pension plan merger or spin-off		4						12						25		27						35		44		51		56

				3.13				Pension plan termination services (benefit calculations, government filings, determination of sufficiency of plan assets, preparation of annuity specifications, etc.)		4						12						25		27						35						56

				3.14				Responding to auditor inquiries												21																56

				3.15				Advice on the selection of assumptions for employer accounting purposes								12				21		25		27						35		44				56

		4.0		Social Insurance

				4.1				Recommendations with respect to funding of social insurance programs		4		5		6		12						25		27		32				35						56

		5.0		Miscellaneous

				5.1				Assessment of pension or other post-employment aspects of corporate acquisition or divesture, including due diligence studies		4		5		6		12						25		27						35		44		51		56

				5.2				Software development		The standards that apply to a particular software application would apply to the actuary developing software for that application.  For example, the actuary developing software for pension funding valuations would be subject to the same standards as the a

				5.3				Provision of advice to plan sponsor on selection of assumptions for plan's actuarial equivalence and for comparison of relative value of optional forms								12						25		27						35						56
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		Current Exposure Drafts

		1) Exposure drafts have not been adopted by the ASB and therefore are not binding; 
2) Exposure drafts could change dramatically between draft and final form; and
3) It is rare, but possible, for an exposure draft never to be adopted as an ASOP.

		Exposure Draft		Practice Area		Comment Deadline

		Proposed Revision of ASOP No. 22 – Statements of Actuarial Opinion Based on Asset Adequacy Analysis for Life Insurance, Annuity, or Health Insurance Reserves and Other Liabilities (Second Exposure)		L		Nov. 30, 2020

		Proposed Revision of ASOP No. 2 – Nonguaranteed Elements for Life Insurance and Annuity Products (Second Exposure)		L		Nov. 13, 2020

		Proposed Revision of ASOP No. 28 – Statements of Actuarial Opinion Regarding Health Insurance Assets and Liabilities		H		Nov. 13, 2020

		Proposed Revision of ASOP No. 4 – Measuring Pension Obligations and Determining Pension Plan Costs or Contributions (Second Exposure)		P		Jul. 31, 2020

		Proposed Revision of ASOP No. 11 – Reinsurance Involving Life Insurance, Annuities,  or Health Benefit Plans in Financial Reports		L, H		June 30, 2020

		Proposed Revision of ASOP No. 27 – Selection of Economic Assumptions for Measuring Pension Obligations (Second Exposure Draft)		P		Sept. 15, 2019

		Proposed Revision of ASOP No. 35 – Selection of Demographic and Other Noneconomic Assumptions for Measuring Pension Obligations (Second Exposure Draft)		P		Sept. 15, 2019

		Setting Assumptions (Second Exposure Draft)		C, H, L, P		Jul. 31, 2019

		©2020 American Academy of Actuaries. Last updated July 2020.
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Proposed Revision of ASOP No. 2 – Nonguaranteed Elements for Life Insurance and Annuity Products (Second Exposure)

Setting Assumptions (Second Exposure Draft)

Proposed Revision of ASOP No. 35 – Selection of Demographic and Other Noneconomic Assumptions for Measuring Pension Obligations (Second Exposure Draft)

Proposed Revision of ASOP No. 27 – Selection of Economic Assumptions for Measuring Pension Obligations (Second Exposure Draft)

Proposed Revision of ASOP No. 11 – Reinsurance Involving Life Insurance, Annuities,  or Health Benefit Plans in Financial Reports

Proposed Revision of ASOP No. 22 – Statements of Actuarial Opinion Based on Asset Adequacy Analysis for Life Insurance, Annuity, or Health Insurance Reserves and Other Liabilities (Second Exposure)

Proposed Revision of ASOP No. 28 – Statements of Actuarial Opinion Regarding Health Insurance Assets and Liabilities

Proposed Revision of ASOP No. 4 – Measuring Pension Obligations and Determining Pension Plan Costs or Contributions (Second Exposure)
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Discussion of Selected ASOPs
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Reliance in ASOPs—Overview

 ASOP No. 1, Introductory Actuarial Standard of 
Practice

 ASOP No. 41, Actuarial Communications
 ASOP No. 23, Data Quality
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ASOP No. 1, Introductory Actuarial Standard of Practice 

Section 2.11, Reliance
 Actuaries frequently rely upon others for information and professional 

judgments that are pertinent to an assignment.
 Similarly, actuaries often rely upon others to perform some 

component of an actuarial analysis.
 Accordingly, some ASOPs permit the actuary to rely in good faith upon 

such individuals, subject to appropriate disclosure of such reliance. 
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ASOP No. 23, Data Quality

 This ASOP provides guidance to actuaries when selecting data, 
performing a review of data, using data, or relying on data supplied 
by others, in performing actuarial services.

 This standard does not require the actuary to perform an audit of 
the data.
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ASOP No. 23—Reliance on Data Supplied by Others

Sections 3.5 and 4.1
 The accuracy and completeness of data supplied by others are the 

responsibility of those who supply the data.
 The actuary may rely on data supplied by others, subject to:
 A review of the data, if practical, or a disclosure that a review has not been 

performed
 Disclosure of any unresolved questionable data values that could have a significant 

effect on the analysis
 Disclosure of any adjustments to data or assumptions
 Disclosure of potential existence of uncertainty or bias in the results using such data

 The actuary should disclose the extent of such reliance.
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ASOP No. 41, Actuarial Communications

 An actuarial communication is a written, electronic, or oral 
communication issued by an actuary with respect to actuarial 
services.

 An actuarial report is a set of documents that the actuary 
determines to be relevant to specific actuarial findings that is 
available to the intended user.

 The actuary should complete an actuarial report if the 
actuary intends the actuarial findings to be relied upon 
by any intended user.
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ASOP No. 41—Reliance on Other Sources for 
Data and Other Information
Section 3.4.3, Reliance on Other Sources for Data and Other 
Information 

 An actuary who makes an actuarial communication assumes 
responsibility for it, except to the extent the actuary disclaims 
responsibility by stating reliance on other sources.

 Reliance on other sources for data and other information means 
making use of those sources without assuming responsibility for them.
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Documentation

Documentation—

 The actuary should consider preparing and retaining documentation to support 
compliance with the requirements of section 3 and the disclosure requirements of 
section 4. 
 {Note: Some ASOPs indicate that “the actuary should prepare and retain documentation.”  The 

preparation and retention of documentation then becomes required.}

 When preparing documentation, the actuary should prepare documentation in a 
form such that another actuary qualified in the same practice area could assess 
the reasonableness of the actuary’s work or could assume the assignment if 
necessary. 
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Documentation

Documentation (continued)—

 The degree of such documentation should be based on the professional judgment 
of the actuary and may vary with the complexity and purpose of the actuarial 
services.

 In addition, the actuary should refer to ASOP No. 41 for guidance related to the 
retention of file material other than that which is to be disclosed under section 4.

Documentation section may be found as the final guidance in section 3 of an ASOP.
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Disclosure

X.X Required Disclosures in an Actuarial Report—When issuing an actuarial report to 
which this standard applies, the actuary should refer to ASOP No. 23, Data Quality, 
and ASOP No. 41, Actuarial Communications. In addition, the actuary should disclose 
the following [list] in such actuarial reports [if applicable]: 
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Disclosure

X.X.X Additional Disclosures in an Actuarial Report—The actuary also should include 
the following, when applicable, in an actuarial report: 

a. the disclosure in ASOP No. 41, section 4.2, if any material assumption or method 
was prescribed by applicable law;
b. the disclosure in ASOP No. 41, section 4.3, if the actuary states reliance on other 
sources and thereby disclaims responsibility for any material assumption or method 
selected by a party other than the actuary; and
c. the disclosure in ASOP No. 41, section 4.4, if in the actuary’s professional judgment, 
the actuary has deviated materially from the guidance of this ASOP.
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ASOP No. 56—Modeling

ASOP No. 56, Modeling, is effective for actuarial work performed on 
or after Oct. 1, 2020.
 Highlights:
 Applies to actuaries when performing actuarial services with 

respect to designing, developing, selecting, modifying or using 
models. Limited applicability when reviewing or evaluating models.

 Applies when reliance on the model output by the intended user 
has a material effect for the intended user.

 Applies only to the extent of the actuary’s responsibilities.
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ASOP No. 56—Modeling
 ASOP No. 56 highlights (cont’d.):
 Understand model’s intended purpose and confirm that design of model is 

consistent with the intended purpose (including model structure, data, 
assumptions)

 Section on assumptions used as input including setting assumptions, possible 
range of assumptions, consistency, prior assumptions, reasonable in the 
aggregate

 Section on understanding the model—basic operations, sensitivities, known 
weaknesses, limitations

 Sections on reliances—data or other information supplied by others, model 
developed by others, experts in developing model

 Section on model risk and model risk mitigation—model testing, model output 
validation, review by another professional, governance and controls
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Setting Assumptions ASOP

 The first draft of a cross-practice standard on setting assumptions was 
released in 2016

 Topics covered in the ASOP include:
 Experience used to develop assumptions
 Assumption margins
 Reasonableness of assumptions
 Consistency of assumptions

 A second exposure draft was released in March 2019, and a third 
exposure draft was released in October with a comment deadline of 
4/15/21
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Professionalism Resources

 Academy Professionalism webpage 
www.actuary.org/professionalism
* Code of Professional Conduct * U.S. Qualification Standards
* Standards of practice (ASB) * Applicability 
Guidelines
* Discussion papers * Webinars    *Recent Articles

 Academy’s Professionalism First webpage
professionalism.actuary.org
* Access “Professionalism Perspectives” blog and Academy’s 
podcast series, “Actuary Voices”

http://www.actuary.org/content/professionalism
http://www.professionalism.actuary.org/
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U.S. Qualification Standards and Tools

 CE 
Infographic

 53 FAQs
 Submit 

Questions
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Attestation Form

 http://attest.actuary.org
 Show how you meet
 General Requirements
 Specific Requirements
 Printable
 Can complete multiple attestations for multiple SAOs
 Can download complete attestation package (form and attachments)

http://attest.actuary.org/
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Academy
Podcast

• Series brings thoughtful conversations 
on the role of professionalism in our 
day jobs and the Academy’s public 
policy work.

• Listen and subscribe at 
https://www.professionalism.actuary.org
/actuaryvoices or via the below podcast 
feeds.

https://www.professionalism.actuary.org/actuaryvoices
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Questions?

Learn more anytime at actuary.org.

https://www.actuary.org/

